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The present study is designed to investigate whether children’s difficulties
with subject-to-subject raising (StSR) are due to intervention effects. We
examine English-speaking children’s comprehension of StSR with seem and
Spanish-speaking children’s comprehension of StSR with parecer ‘seem,’ a
configuration never before tested in this language. Spanish parecer is
ambiguous between a functional verb, which does not select an experiencer argument, and a lexical verb, which requires an overt experiencer (e.g..
In the first part of this study, we consider the hypothesis that the experiencer argument of seem may induce intervention effects even when it is not
overtly produced and find support for this claim—English-speaking children
perform poorly on StSR both when the intervening experiencer is overtly
expressed and when it is implicit; Spanish-speaking children, on the other
hand, only perform poorly on StSR with lexical parecer but do well on StSR
with functional parecer. These results are in line with intervention accounts.
The second part of this study aims to investigate whether these intervention effects are rooted in children’s grammatical or processing deficits.
Results from a verbal processing task suggest that for a group of children
—those who perform at chance or above on the StSR task—comprehension
of sentences with an intervening experiencer is modulated by processing
capacity. However, for those who consistently obtain a non-adult-like interpretation of StSR, processing capacity does not positively correlate with
their performance. We hypothesize that, for this group, the difficulty is
instead grammar-based.
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1. Introduction
This study investigates the acquisition of a notoriously challenging structure for children to acquire,
Subject-to-Subject Raising (StSR) with seem-type predicates (1a). Despite the extensive literature on
the acquisition of StSR in English, there remain competing accounts of the delay. One prominent
explanation is that the experiencer argument, “John” in (1a), induces an intervention effect, either for
grammatical or processing reasons. Crucially for these types of accounts, an experiencer is possible
in English (1a) but not in Spanish (1b).
(1) a. Maryi seems (to John) ti to be nice.
b. Maríai parece (*a Juan) ti ser maja.
Mary seems
to John be nice
‘Mary seems to be nice’
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The present study is designed to investigate whether intervention is in fact the source of
children’s difficulties with StSR seem. An experimental comparison of the development of raising
in English- and Spanish-speaking children should bear fruitfully on this issue. A secondary goal
of this study is to enrich the literature on the syntactic development of Spanish-speaking
children with respect to this important but neglected area of grammar. Finally, we aim to
investigate whether the purported intervention effects are rooted in children’s grammatical or
processing deficits. In the following sections I will discuss previous experimental results, present
an overview of the different proposed accounts, and describe the relevant syntactic and distributional characteristics of Spanish parecer. Section 2 presents a cross-linguistic corpus study of
children’s input and their productions. Section 3 presents an experimental study designed to (i)
compare children’s performance on StSR in English and Spanish, and (ii) investigate the relationship between children’s comprehension of raising and an independent measure of verbal working
memory. The implications of the findings of these two studies will be discussed in Section 4.
1.1. Previous experimental studies on the acquisition of StSR seem
Subject-to-subject raising (StSR) involves promotion of an argument from its thematic base
position to the matrix subject position, and so it is considered a classic example of A-movement,
together with passives, and unaccusatives. Experimental results have consistently found that
children perform poorly with StSR seem when it appears with an overt intervening experiencer
argument until they are 6 or 7 years old (Choe 2012; Choe & Deen 2016; Hirsch & Wexler 2007;
Hirsch et al. 2007; Hirsch 2011). However, there is less consensus with respect to children’s
comprehension of StSR seem without an overt intervening experiencer—some studies have found
good performance (Becker 2005, 2006; Choe 2012) and some poor performance (Hirsch 2011;
Hirsch et al. 2007, 2008; Orfitelli 2012).
Becker (2005, 2006) tested 3- to 4-year-olds’ comprehension of StSR predicates, including StSR
seem (without an overt experiencer) using a Truth-Value Judgment task (TVJT; Crain & McKee
1985). The 3-year olds obtained an average score of 71.4% for the three raised verb conditions seem,
used to, and happen.1 The 4-year-olds averaged 83.3%. Becker thus concludes that children have no
difficulties with StSR when there is no (overt) experiencer.
However, Hirsch et al. (2008) observed that an ambiguity between individual- and stage-level
interpretations with predicates such as be purple used in Becker’s study might have confounded the
results. To control for this possibility, Hirsch et al. added a copular declarative condition to test
whether children were assigning a stage- or individual-level interpretation to the complex predicate,
as well as an unraised condition to ensure that children knew the meaning of seem independent of
StSR. Additionally, the word really was added to all conditions as a modifier to the matrix predicate
to force the individual-level reading. They found that children answered correctly on all copula and
nearly all unraised items but showed nonadult performance on StSR items. Children’s response
justifications suggested that they were ignoring the verb seem entirely in the StSR condition but,
crucially, not in the unraised condition.
More recently, Orfitelli (2012) used a TVJ task to test 4- to 6-year-olds’ comprehension of
seem, as well as several StSR predicates that do not select an experiencer argument: be going, be
about, and tend. She found that the majority of 4- and 5-year-old children performed below
chance in StSR sentences with seem (e.g., The dog really seems to be purple) but performed above
chance with the predicates that do not select an experiencer argument. Orfitelli concluded that
the presence of an implicit experiencer in the raised sentences with seem induces intervention
effects in children.
StSR seem with a fronted experiencer, as in (2), is another structure that does not involve an overt
intervener:
1

Becker does not provide a breakdown of the results by verb.
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(2) To Mickeyi, Donaldk seems ti tk to be short.
Choe (2012) tested sentences such as (2) using a TVJT. Her results showed that 3- to 5-year-olds
perform as well with these sentences as with unraised sentences, both scoring at 80%. However, Hirsch
(2011) also tested StSR with fronted experiencers and found children performed at chance. More
precisely, he suggested that children were ignoring the fronted experiencer and assigned a copular
interpretation to seem, i.e., Donald is short. If children in Choe’s study were using the same strategy,
this could elicit a “true” response because in the story, Donald was never shown outside the hole he was
in, which gave him the appearance of being short. An obvious test would be to ask children if they
thought Donald really was short, but Choe’s study did not include a copula condition. Therefore, we
cannot rule out the possibility that StSR constructions with seem are difficult to comprehend even
when the experiencer phrase is fronted, as Hirsch (2011) concludes.
One of the aims of our StSR study is to test the same group of English-speaking children with
both overt and covert experiencers using the same methodology and set of stories, while also
controlling for the potential confounds just described. In what follows we will give an overview of
the proposed accounts for children’s difficulties with StSR.
1.2. Grammar-based accounts
The seminal grammar-based account is Borer & Wexler (1987, 1992), A-Chain Deficit Hypothesis
(ACDH), which states that immature children lack the ability to form A-chains, predicting a delay
with structures such as raising, passives, and unaccusatives. However, not all A-chains have been found to
be difficult for children. Children are able to correctly raise the subject out of the VP (Stromswold 1996).
Also, Kirby (2010) found that by 4 years old children have adult-like comprehension of raising-to-object
sentences, in which the embedded subject A-moves to the matrix object position (cf. Landau & Thornton
2011; Santos et al. 2016). Furthermore, as mentioned in the previous section, Orfitelli (2012) found that
children are able to comprehend StSR with predicates that lack an experiencer argument.
Recent grammatical accounts have thus proposed that the difficulties observed with StSR seem may be
due to the presence of the intervening experiencer phrase. Grammar-based intervention can be explained
in terms of syntactic principles such as the Minimal Link Condition (MLC; Chomsky 1995) or
Relativized Minimality (RM; Rizzi 1990, 2004). RM states that in the configuration in (3), the dependency
between X and Y is blocked iff Z belongs to the same structural type as X, and iff Z c-commands Y:
(3) … X … Z … Y …
In adult grammars, intervention in StSR can be voided through the adoption of certain
structural strategies, which may become accessible to children only at later stages in development. This is precisely what is proposed in Hyams & Snyder (2005; Snyder & Hyams 2015),
Universal Freezing Hypothesis (UFH). These authors adopt the syntactic assumptions put forth
in Collins’s (2005a) smuggling account of StSR according to which a locality violation on
movement such as RM is circumvented through a set of movement operations that “smuggle”
the embedded subject across the intervening experiencer, as illustrated in (4) (from Collins
2005a:295). According to Hyams and Snyder’s Universal Freezing Hypothesis (UFH), young
children do not have access to the smuggling operation that adults use to circumvent the
intervening experiencer argument until they reach a particular maturational point.2 Thus, for
these children A-movement in raising is reliably blocked due to minimality constraints whenever
there is a structural intervener.
2

A number of arguments in favor of a maturational approach are outlined in Orfitelli (2012): The acquisition of other constructions that
involve A-movement past an argument, such as nonactional passives, is observed across a wide range of languages at approximately the
same age, between 6 and 7 (Hirsch & Wexler 2006); identical twins are better correlated in the age at which they comprehend verbal
passives than fraternal twins (Ganger et al. 2005); and acquisition is not predicted by environmental factors such as parental socioeconomic status or level of education (Hirsch et al. 2006).
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(4)

Abstracting away from the specifics of the UFH account, Orfitelli (2012) proposes the Argument
Intervention Hypothesis (AIH), which holds that children cannot A-move across a structurally
intervening argument. Therefore, as in the UFH analysis, only seem-type raising predicates should
pose special difficulty for children, while nonexperiencer raising predicates should be unproblematic.
Crucially, both the UFH and AIH hypothesize that the experiencer in StSR seem is always syntactically projected, even when not overtly produced, similar to the covert external argument in passives
(see Baker et al. 1989; Collins 2005b; Gehrke & Grillo 2008; Landau 2010, inter alia).
However, diagnostics of implicit argumenthood for the experiencer of StSR are more difficult to
come by than for the passive by-phrase. In the latter case, the diagnostics are mostly agent oriented
and hence not readily available for the experiencer of StSR sentences. But examples from binding
(5a), “speaker/experiencer”—oriented modifiers (5b), instrumental phrases (5d), and depictives (5e)
may suggest the presence of an implicit experiencer argument. For instance, in (5a) the implicit
experiencer must be disjoint from Mary. In (5b), it is the implicit experiencer who was convinced
that James loved the woman. When seem, the licenser of the implicit experiencer, is removed, as in
(5c), the sentence becomes severely degraded for some speakers. Similarly, in (5d), the diamond is
perceived to be of good quality by the implicit experiencer. Finally, to some adult native speakers (5e)
may be interpreted both as John appearing handsome when he is drunk or John appearing
handsome when one, the experiencer, is drunk.3
(5)

3

a. John seems {ec*i/k /to her*i/k } to like Maryi.
b. James killed the woman he so convincingly seemed to love.
c. ?? James killed the woman he so convincingly loved.
d. This diamond seems to be of high quality, at least with the naked eye.

We found strong interspeaker variation with respect to the judgments provided in (5).
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e. John seems to be handsome drunk.
While the syntactic evidence for an implicit experiencer is admittedly weak, the proponents of the
UFH and AIH claim that the experimental results summarized in Section 1.1 provide empirical
evidence for this claim. Assuming that implicit experiencers are syntactically represented, these
grammatical intervention accounts predict that children should perform poorly with StSR both when
the experiencer is overtly produced, and when it is not,4 just as they do with verbal passives without
an overt by-phrase. In anticipation of our results, we will present evidence consistent with this
hypothesis. That is, children treat implicit experiencers as if they were overt experiencers, and
performance in the two sentence types is highly correlated. If we take seriously the idea that
acquisition data can bear on linguistic theory, this suggests that in English, implicit experiencers
may be structurally represented, and when they are, they induce intervention effects.

1.3. Processing-based intervention accounts
As opposed to the grammatical accounts we have considered thus far, performance accounts, such as
the Processing-based Intervention Effects hypothesis (PIE; Choe 2012; Choe & Deen 2016) attribute
children’s difficulties with StSR seem to the increased processing cost associated with the presence of
an overt DP between the matrix and embedded subject positions.
Indeed, it has been reported that children up to the age of 6 experience difficulties with
constructions involving crossing filler-gap dependencies including: (nonactional) passives (Gordon
& Chafetz 1990; Hirsch & Wexler 2006; Maratsos et al. 1985; Orfitelli 2012), subject control with
promise (Chomsky 1969; Hsu et al. 1985; Sherman & Lust 1993), tough movement (Anderson 2005;
Chomsky 1969), object relatives (Friedmann et al. 2009; Friedmann & Novogrodsky 2004; McKee et
al. 1998), object wh-questions (Avrutin 2000; de Vincenzi et al. 1999; Friedmann et al. 2009), and
object topicalizations (Friedmann & Lavi 2006).
The proponents of PIE specifically adopt the Dependency Locality Theory (DLT; Gibson
1998, 2000; Grodner & Gibson 2005; Warren & Gibson 2002, 2005), a processing account of
intervention effects in adults. According to this analysis, lexical items must be integrated
into the existing syntactic and discourse structure, and this incurs an integration cost; additionally maintaining open dependencies in working memory incurs a storage cost.
Importantly, under this model, integration cost is said to increase with the number and type
of “discourse referents” that intervene linearly between the elements being integrated within a
dependency.
Choe’s (2012) PIE hypothesis for children makes several predictions, some of which remain
untested. First, because processing cost increases with the number of overt DPs that linearly
intervene between the filler and the gap, children should perform significantly worse when the
integration of the embedded predicate with the raised subject requires crossing more lexicalized
“discourse referents”.5 That is, we should expect a significant decrease in performance in (6b) with
respect to (6a) because it includes an additional DP, the girl and in (6c) with respect to (6b), because
4

A reviewer asks whether adjectival seem (e.g., John seems nice) also projects an experiencer argument. There are considerations
suggesting that adjectival seem, in contrast to verbal seem, may not involve movement. Following May (1977), Diesing (1992)
shows that when taking a stage-level predicate, verbal seem allows both existential and generic readings of bare plural subjects;
adjectival seem only allows the generic reading. She suggests this difference is due to structural differences: Namely, verbal seem
involves raising, while adjectival seem involves a control configuration. If this is true, young children may be expected to produce
adjectival seem early on but develop verbal seem much later. This has been confirmed by a corpus study investigating the
spontaneous use of seem (Hirsch 2011). While this analysis could certainly use refinement, it suggests an interesting set of future
investigations centered around children’s comprehension of raising with adjectival seem.
5
Although Gibson’s DLT makes no mention of implicit arguments, it is conceivable that the processor would also treat them as
discourse objects that must be stored and accessed in memory. However, the acquisition hypothesis we are testing, PIE, predicts
intervention only with overt DPs (Choe 2012: 36–37; Choe & Deen 2016:123).
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it includes an additional DP, the ponytail.6
(6)

a. The boy seems __ to be nice.
b. The boy seems to the girl __ to be nice.
c. The boy seems to the girl with the ponytail __ to be nice.

Second, if processing limitations constitute a significant factor underlying children’s difficulty in
StSR, correct comprehension of StSR sentences should be positively related with an independent
measure of processing capacity. Some studies investigating the acquisition of object relative clauses
have in fact found a correlation between children’s comprehension of object relative clauses and
different measures of working memory or short-term memory capacity (e.g., Arosio et al. 2009, 2011;
Booth et al. 2000; Felser et al. 2003; Roberts et al. 2007). However, this remains to be tested in
relation to StSR.
Summarizing, the PIE hypothesis attributes the difficulties observed with StSR solely to
processing deficits, predicting poor performance only when there is an overt intervening DP.
Notably, both the grammar- and processing-based intervention hypotheses we have outlined
predict that StSR will not be delayed in cases where there is no explicit or implicit experiencer to
bypass. In this regard, the Spanish raising verb parecer ‘seem’ represents an interesting case due
to its homophonous nature. In the following section, we will provide an overview of the
syntactic and distributional properties of parecer. We will then be able to provide a fuller outline
of the predictions of the various hypotheses.

1.4. Spanish parecer
The Spanish verb parecer represents an interesting test case for intervention accounts due to its dual
status as both a functional and a lexical verb (see Ausín & Depiante 2000; Ausín 2001; FernándezLeborans 1999; Torrego 1996, 1998, 2002):7
(i)

a. F-parecer (also known as “bare” parecer): A functional verb (of epistemic modality)8 with
no argument structure (i.e., it does not select an experiencer).
b. L-parecer (also known as “opinion” parecer): A lexical verb with a meaning closer to
think/consider, which selects an experiencer.

Evidence for the dual status of this verb is provided by differences in complement selection.Both
F-parecer (7a) and L-parecer (7b) allow for CP complements; however, while F-parecer can select vPs
or AP small clauses, with individual-level (8a) or stage-level predicates (8b), L-parecer only selects
APs (8c) that are individual-level predicates (8d).
(7)

6

a. Parece que Juan es bastante listo.
seems that John is quite
smart
‘It seems that John is quite smart.’
b. Me
parece que Juan es bastante listo.
1SG.DAT seems that John is quite smart

Note that Gibson’s memory-based approach to the dependency-length effect is not at odds with other processing approaches.
Any theory in which dependency construction is length sensitive would predict a contrast between the sentences in (6) as well
(e.g., Hawkins 1994; McElree 2000; McElree et al. 2003; O’Grady 1997; O’Grady et al. 2000; O’Grady et al. 2003).
7
See Cinque (2004) and Haegeman (2006) for a similar analysis of Italian sembrare.
8
F-parecer passes the standard diagnostics for raising: (i) the possibility of having a subject of a sentential idiom in matrix subject
position without losing its idiomatic reading; (ii) the impossibility of embedding “parecer XP” under causatives also suggests that
raising has taken place (Aissen 1974); (iii) scope ambiguities involving raised quantificational subjects. This is not surprising if we
assume that modals are raising verbs (see Wurmbrand 1999, 2001; Wurmbrand & Bobaljik 1999).
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‘It seems to me that John is quite smart.’
(8) a. Este chico parece (ser) listo.
this boy seems be smart
‘This boy seems (to be) smart.’
b. Este chico parece (estar) cansado.
this boy seems be
tired
‘This boy seems (to be) tired.’
c. Este chico me parece (*ser) listo.
this boy 1SG.DAT seems be smart
‘This boy seems to me (to be) tired.’
d. Este chico me parece {listo /*cansado}.
this boy 1SG.DAT seems smart tired
‘This boy seems to me {(to be) smart/tired}.’
Further evidence comes from tense and aspect selection. Both F-parecer (9a) and L-parecer (9b)
can appear in the present and imperfect, but F-parecer cannot occur in the preterit, perfect, or
progressive:
(9)

a. Juan {parece / parecía /*pareció /*ha parecido
John seem-PRS.3SG seem-IMPF.3SG seem-PRET.3SG has seemed
*está pareciendo} (ser) listo.
is seeming be smart
‘John seems/ used to seem/ seemed/ has seemed/ is seeming (to be) smart.’
b. Juan me { parece / parecía / pareció / ha parecido
John 1SG.DAT seem-PRS.3SG seem-IMPF.3SG seem-PRET.3SG has seemed
está pareciendo} listo.
is seeming smart
‘John seems/ used to seem/ seemed/ has seemed/ is seeming (to be) smart.’

On the other hand, F-parecer, like other modals, allows the subjunctive mood in the subordinate
clause (10a), while L-parecer does not (10b):
(10) a. {Parece / puede } que lloviera.
seems / may that rain-SBJV
‘It seems that it is raining/It may have rained.’
b. * Me parece que lloviera.
1SG.DAT seems that rain-SBJV
‘It seems to me that it is raining.’
As noted by Torrego (2002), the fact that F-parecer allows clitic-climbing with certain verbs (11ab) is also consistent with this modal analysis:
(11) a. Juan parece haberlo resuelto.
John seems have-it solved
‘John seems to have solved it.’
b. Juan lo parece haber resuelto.
John it seems have solved
‘John seems to have solved it.’

8
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Additional evidence for the modal-like behavior of F-parecer comes from the possibility of
stacking other modals behind it, (12a), as is possible with other modals (12b) (Torrego 1998):
(12) a. El candidato parece poder hablar zapoteco.
The candidate seems may speak Zapotec
‘The candidate seems to be able to speak Zapotec.’
b. El candidato debe poder hablar zapoteco.
The candidate must may speak Zapotec
‘The candidate must be able to speak Zapotec.’
Finally, as noted by Fernández-Leborans (1999), neither modals nor F-parecer allow pseudo-clefts,
(13a). However, other (restructuring) verbs do, (13b):
(13) a. *Lo que { puede / debe / parece} Juan, es saber la noticia.
It that may must seem
John is know the news
‘What John {may/ must/ seems}, is to know the news.’
b. Lo que { pretende / quiere} Juan, es saber la noticia.
It that hope want John is know the news
‘What John {wants/ desires}, is to know the news.’
A summary of these characteristics is contained in Table 1.
These diagnostics, among others,9 show that F-parecer is a modal-like verb, which does not select
an experiencer—a property of modals in general, while L-parecer is closer to a lexical verb, one
which selects an experiencer argument. Crucially, the appearance of the dative clitic experiencer
forces the lexical verb think reading, and the absence thereof forces the F-parecer analysis (Ausín
2001; Ausín & Depiante 2000; Fernández-Leborans 1999; Torrego 2002).
1.5. Predictions and outline of our study
If English-speaking children perform poorly with StSR seem without an overt experiencer, (14a),
and Spanish-speaking children do well with StSR F-parecer, (14b), that would be consistent with
Table 1. Summary of morphosyntactic characteristics of F-parecer and L-parecer.
Morphosyntactic characteristics
Present T/Asp
Imperfect T/Asp
Perfective T/Asp (perfect/preterit)
Progressive T/Asp
parecer + CP
subjunctive mood in CP
parecer + vP
clitic climbing
modal stacking
pseudo-clefting
parecer + AP
individual-level predicate
stage-level predicate
Experiencer argument selection

9

See Mateu (2016) for a more in-depth discussion of these differences.

F-parecer
✓
✓
✗
✗
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✗
✓
✓
✓
✗

L-parecer
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✗
✗
N/A
N/A
N/A
✓
✓
✗
✓
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the idea that implicit arguments can induce intervention effects, as predicted by grammar-based
accounts, such as UFH (Hyams & Snyder 2005; Synder & Hyams, 2015) and AIH (Orfitelli 2012).
If children from both language groups do well on sentences like (14a and b), then we can conclude
that intervention effects only arise with overt material, as predicted by processing-based accounts
like PIE. Finally, if both language groups perform poorly on sentences like (14a and b), intervention accounts will become suspect. The first part of the StSR study will address this question by
examining children’s performance on StSR seem (covert experiencer) and StSR F-parecer (no
experiencer).
(14) a. The dogi seems ti to be gray.
b. El perroi parece ti ser gris.
the dog seems be gray
‘The dog seems to be gray.’
The second goal of this study is to investigate whether grammatical or processing deficits are behind
children’s difficulties with StSR. According to PIE (Choe 2012; Choe & Deen 2016), which relies on the
DLT (Gibson 1998; Grodner & Gibson 2005), we should expect increased difficulties with StSR when the
intervening experiencer includes an embedded DP, lengthening the distance between the filler and the
gap. The second part of the StSR study will address this question by examining children’s performance on
StSR seem and StSR L-parecer, both with a short and long DP experiencer intervening between the raised
subject and the gap. Additionally, if the difficulties that we observe in StSR are due to processing
limitations, we expect to find that children’s performance on this construction is significantly correlated
with an independent measure of verbal processing capacity.

2. Corpus study
Before moving onto the experimental studies, we briefly report on adults’ and children’s naturalistic
production of sentences with seem/parecer. The main goal of this corpus study is to assess the
predictions of several competing analyses regarding the effects of the (purported) implicit experiencer argument of seem and the lack thereof in the case of F-parecer.
Utterances containing the raising verb seem and (F-/L-) parecer were extracted from all the
English and Spanish corpora available in the CHILDES database (MacWhinney 2000) as of July
2016 and classified into two groups—speech produced by adults and speech produced by children
younger than age 7. Each utterance was then manually coded for: (i) whether it was unraised or
raised, and (ii) the presence and the position of an experiencer.
We eliminated sentences in which it was not possible to determine whether the construction was
raised or unraised. This included (i) interrupted sentences (English: N = 13 in adults, N = 3 in
children; Spanish N = 66 in adults, N = 36 in children), and (ii) sentences missing a(n overt)
complement. These only included S-lifting examples (“sentence lifting,” Ross 1973; Stowell 2005)
with L-parecer, e.g., Tengo otro, me parece ‘I have another, I think’ (N = 122 in adults; N = 30 in
children). The results from English and Spanish are given in Tables 2 and 3 respectively.
Table 2. Results from CHILDES corpus study for English seem.
Construction
seem, covert exp.
Unraised seem
Raised seem
seem, overt exp.
Unraised seem
Raised seem

Adults
95.8% (1213)
7.5% (91)
92.5% (1122)
4.2% (53)
41.5% (22)
58.5% (31)

Children
94.1% (64)
23.4% (15)
76.6% (49)
5.9% (4)
50% (2)
50% (2)
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Table 3. Results from CHILDES corpus study for Spanish parecer.
Construction
F-parecer, no exp.
Unraised F-parecer
Raised F-parecer
L-parecer, exp.
Unraised L-parecer
Raised L-parecer

Adults
40.1% (460)
18.9% (87)
81.1% (373)
59.9% (686)
63.7% (437)
36.3% (249)

Children
65.9% (143)
22.4% (32)
77.6% (111)
34.1% (74)
75.7% (56)
24.3% (18)

The most striking cross-linguistic difference concerns the use of an overt experiencer. While
English-speaking adults produce seem with an overt experiencer, as opposed to a covert
experiencer, 4.2% of the time, Spanish-speaking adults use L-parecer (with an experiencer
dative clitic and optional DP) as opposed to F-parecer, approximately 60% of the time. In
terms of pure frequency, English-speaking children hear raised seem sentences with an overt
experiencer approximately once in every 100,000 utterances, while Spanish-speaking children
hear raised sentences with L-parecer once in every 1,000 utterances, that is, 100 times more
often.10 Overall, Spanish parecer (both F- and L-parecer) is also approximately used 10 times
more frequently than English seem (with or without an overt experiencer). Lastly, raised
constructions are overwhelmingly more common in English (91.97%) than in Spanish
(54.28%).
Turning to adult-child differences, we find that at first glance, children do not seem to behave
very differently from adults. For instance, English-speaking children tend to use raised constructions
more often than in unraised constructions, just like adults. However, upon closer inspection we find
that the distribution of raised and unraised constructions is in fact different in the two populations.
Fisher’s exact tests show that English-speaking children are more likely to use the unraised construction compared to the adults. This is not only true for seem overall (with and without an
experiencer), p < .001, but crucially, also for seem with a covert experiencer, p < .001.11 This suggests
that some factor is impairing children’s ability to use raising seem to the same degree as adults.
Grammatical accounts claim that this factor is the implicit experiencer, which causes intervention in
StSR (Orfitelli 2012; Snyder & Hyams 2015).
Conversely, Fisher exact tests show that the distribution of unraised/raised constructions in
Spanish-speaking children is on a par with the adults in the case of F-parecer, p = .39, but with
L-parecer children are also more likely to use the unraised construction than the adults are,
p = .04. These results are compatible with the hypothesis that F-parecer is a functional verb
with no argument structure and is therefore not expected to cause difficulties related to
intervention (Section 1.3). In anticipation of our experimental results, the differences observed
in production are also observable in our comprehension study, which we present in the
following sections.

3. Comprehension study 1: testing intervention
For expository purposes, our comprehension study is divided in two parts: the “intervention study”
and the “grammar vs. processing study”; note, however, that the trials from both experiments were
interspersed and then divided into two balanced test sessions. In the intervention study we (i)
corroborate whether English-speaking children perform poorly or well on StSR seem with an implicit
experiencer; and (ii) provide novel crosslinguistic data from Spanish-speaking children’s
10

At the time of the corpus study, there were 2,800,324 adult utterances in English and 270,411 in Spanish.
The data values regarding children’s use of the unraised/raised construction with overt experiencers are too small to be able to
reject the null hypothesis.
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comprehension of F-parecer, a raising verb semantically close to seem that does not select an
experiencer argument. Recall that grammatical accounts (i.e., UFH, AIH) predict that children will
do poorly with StSR in English but well in Spanish, while processing accounts (i.e., PIE) predict both
groups will perform well.

3.1. Subjects
A total of 36 monolingual English-speaking children (18 girls, M = 5;06, range = 4;02–6;10) and 36
Spanish-speaking children (18 girls; M = 5;08, range = 4;05–6;11) participated in this study. Data
from an additional 11 children were excluded because they failed to correctly answer at least 5/6
trials in the control conditions (copula and unraised conditions) or did not finish the task.
Children were grouped into three age categories equal in number: 4-, 5-, and 6-year olds. The
English study was conducted in a child care center in West Los Angeles], in an elementary school in
[Ventura County], and at the [UCLA Language Acquisition Lab]. The Spanish experiment was
conducted in a preschool and a primary education center in Granada, Spain. Twelve native Englishspeaking adults (M = 36.25, range = 22–70) and 12 native Spanish-speaking adults (M = 31.66,
range = 25–61) were also tested as controls.

3.2. Materials and method
The methodology employed was a Truth-Value Judgment task (TVJT; Crain & McKee 1985).
In this paradigm, the child observes a story, and then a puppet comments on it. The task of the
child is to indicate whether the puppet commented truthfully or not. Children were tested over
two experimental sessions. Two training trials preceded each test session to ensure the child
understood the task and would correct the puppet when the comment was inappropriate. Six
unique test scenarios were used to keep children engaged in the task. An example set of
pictures is shown on Figure 1. In general, the stories were similar to those employed in Hirsch
et al. (2007), Becker (2006), and Orfitelli (2012). However, in our experiments, all stories had
two potential experiencers, which would make the overt use of the experiencer pragmatically
felicitous in the second part of this study, and they all involved individual-level predicates in
order to match the Spanish stimuli for L-parecer (Section 4), which disallows stage-level
predicates.

Figure 1. Experiment sample pictures: The left picture shows reality—the dog is white. The right picture shows appearance—the
dog seems gray.
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Following the story, the puppet commented on it using one of three sentence types. In the
case of English, these were: a finite sentence with the copula, an unraised sentence, or a
raised sentence with a covert experiencer. Sentences with adult judgments are provided in
Table 4.
In the case of Spanish, the puppet produced one of the following three sentence types: a finite
sentence with a copula, an unraised sentence, or a StSR sentence with F-parecer (i.e., no experiencer),
superficially the same as the English sentence with seem, as shown in Table 5. Note that condition
was a within-subject variable; that is, all children were tested on all the sentence-types. All the
experimental items for the StSR experiments are included in Appendix A and B.
The inclusion of definitely/definitivamente on the copula condition follows Hirsch et al. (2007), as
a way to disambiguate between a stage- versus individual-level predicate reading of the copula. We
added the modifier on the raising without an experiencer condition to match the copula condition.
The unraised condition served to verify that children had an understanding of the lexical properties
of the verb seem/parecer. Children scoring less than 5/6 items correct on either the copula or
unraised conditions were excluded from the study.
Each condition was tested six times. Half of the test items were judged true by adult speakers and
half false. No child was presented with both the True and False test items for the same scenario. The
order of presentation for these items was pseudo-randomized such that children were never tested
on either the same condition or scenario in two consecutive trials.

3.3. Results and discussion
The English-speaking subjects’ performance on the three different conditions is shown in Figure 2.
Our results show that while the English-speaking children did well with the unraised seem trials,
scoring 94.44% (M = 5.67/6), they performed rather poorly in the raised seem trials (followed by a
TP, e.g., “to be gray”), 56.94% (M = 3.42/6). This difference was significant as confirmed by a mixed
ANOVA with score as the dependent variable, condition (copula, unraised, raised) as a withinsubjects variable, and age group (4, 5, or 6) as the between-subjects variable. We found a main effect
of condition, F(1.13, 37.388) = 48.971, p < .001, ηp2 = .597, and age, F(2, 33) = 3.448, p = .044,
ηp2 = .173, but no interaction of condition and age, F(2.27, 37.388) = 1.7, p = .193, ηp2 = .093. Post
hoc tests with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons revealed a marginal but not significant difference between the 4- and 6-year-olds (p = .055) and a significant difference between the
copula and the raised condition, p < .001, and crucially, between the unraised and the raised
Table 4. StSR test items for the English Intervention experiment.
Condition
Copula
Unraised
Raised seem, covert exp.

True test items
The dog is definitely white.
It seems that the dog is gray.
The dog definitely seems to be gray.

False test items
The dog is definitely gray.
It seems that the dog is white.
The dog definitely seems to be white.

Table 5. StSR test items for the Spanish Intervention experiment.
Condition
Copula
Unraised
Raised F-parecer, no exp.

True test items

False test items

El perro es definitivamente blanco.
‘The dog is definitely white.’
Parece que el perro es gris.
‘It seems that the dog is gray.’
El perro definitivamente parece ser gris.
‘The dog definitely seems to be gray.’

El perro es definitivamente gris.
‘The dog is definitely gray.’
Parece que el perro es blanco.
‘It seems that the dog is white.’
El perro definitivamente parece ser blanco.
‘The dog definitely seems to be white.’
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Figure 2. English Intervention experiment results by age group and condition.

condition, p < .001. No difference was found between the copula condition and the unraised
condition, p = .338. This result replicates the findings in Hirsch et al. (2007), Hirsch (2011), and
Orfitelli (2012) and contradicts those of Becker (2006) and Choe (2012).
If the covert experiencer of English StSR seem is the source of children’s difficulty, then we expect
Spanish-speaking children to do well with StSR F-parecer because there is no covert experiencer to
bypass. The Spanish-speaking subjects’ performance is shown in Figure 3.
This hypothesis is confirmed by our results. In stark contrast to the English-speaking children, we
found that Spanish-speaking children did as well in the “Raised F-parecer” (followed by an infinitival
complement; M = 5.5/6) condition as in the “Unraised” one (M = 5.58/6). In a parallel mixed
ANOVA, the main effect of condition was not significant, F(1.665, 54.951) = 0.955, p = .377,
ηp2 = .028. Neither the main effect of age, F(2, 33) = 0.874, p = .427, ηp2 = .05, nor the interaction
of condition and age were significant, F(3.33, 54.951) = 0.219, p = .9, ηp2 = .013.
Thus, unlike English-speaking children, who perform poorly with StSR seem, e.g., The dog seems
to be gray up till the age of 6, Spanish-speaking children succeed on superficially analogous sentences
with F-parecer, e.g., El perro parece ser gris by age 4. This asymmetry is consistent with the idea that
the covert experiencer argument of seem may be syntactically represented in English, inducing
intervention effects even when it is not overtly expressed, as suggested by some grammatical
accounts (Orfitelli 2012; Snyder & Hyams 2015) and contra the predictions of processing accounts
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4

Unraised 'parecer'

3
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(no exp.)

2
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0
4yo

5yo
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Figure 3. Spanish Intervention experiment results by age group and condition.
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(Choe’s PIE 2012).12 Moreover, the results from the Spanish part of this study are in line with the
syntactic theories that claim that F-parecer behaves like a semimodal verb and does not select an
experiencer. Because there is no overt or covert experiencer to bypass, no intervention effect arises.

4. Comprehension study 2: Testing grammatical vs. processing accounts
In this second part of our study, we investigate whether these intervention effects are solely due to an
immature grammar or if processing limitations also play a role. The processing account PIE (Choe
2012; Choe & Deen 2016) predicts: (i) children will show worse performance if we increase the
number of DPs between the filler and the gap (as per Gibson 1998 DLT), and (ii) a positive
correlation between children’s performance on StSR and an independent measure of verbal processing capacity. Competence-based explanations, such as the UFH (Snyder & Hyams 2015) or the AIH
(Orfitelli 2012), do not expect such difference or correlation.

4.1. Subjects
The subjects were the same as those tested in the first part of this study.

4.2. Materials and method
4.2.1. Truth-value judgment task
The procedure we followed was the same as for the intervention study. The exclusion criteria was
also the same. The conditions most relevant to this part of the study are the ones that contained an
(overt) experiencer. However, we will present the results in comparison to a baseline, i.e., the “Raised
seem with a covert experiencer” (followed by a TP) condition for English and “Raised F-parecer
followed by an AP” in Spanish. Note that to ensure that the PP in the “long experiencer” conditions
was felicitous, the two potential experiencers in the story were of the same type (e.g., both were cats),
but the actual experiencer had an additional trait (e.g., stripes). Example test sentences for the
English experiment can be found in Table 6.
Example test sentences for the Spanish experiment are included in Table 7. As mentioned in
Section 1.4, because Spanish L-parecer only selects for a small clause AP or DP complement, we also
included a condition with F-parecer followed by an AP for comparative purposes. We expect
children to perform well in this condition, as there is no overt or covert experiencer, but poorly
on the conditions with L-parecer, because they involve A-movement over an experiencer.
Table 6. StSR test items for the English Grammar vs. Processing experiment.
Condition
True test items
Raised seem, covert exp., The dog definitely seems to be gray.
TP
Raised seem, short exp., TP The dog seems to the cat to be gray.
Raised seem, long exp., TP The dog seems to the cat with stripes to be
gray.

False test items
The dog definitely seems to be white.
The dog seems to the cat to be white.
The dog seems to the cat with stripes to be
white.

A reviewer appropriately asks whether the fact that Spanish has the ser/estar ‘be’ opposition, but English does not, could account
for their better performance. Specifically, because ser gris ‘be gray’ is unambiguously interpreted as an individual-level predicate,
but ‘be gray’ could be interpreted as a stage-level or individual-level predicate (despite the addition of “definitely”), this could
have aided the Spanish-speaking children. However, this hypothesis cannot account for English-speaking children’s adult-like
performance with “unraised seem,” which was followed by the same “ambiguous” predicate.
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Table 7. StSR test items for the Spanish Grammar vs. Processing experiment.
Condition
Raised F-parecer, no exp.,
AP
Raised L-parecer, short exp.,
AP
Raised L-parecer, long exp.,
AP

True test items
False test items
El perro definitivamente parece gris.
El perro definitivamente parece blanco.
‘The dog definitely seems gray.
‘The dog definitely seems white.’
El perro le parece al gato gris.
El perro le parece al gato blanco.
‘The dog seems to the cat(to be) gray.’
‘The dog seems to the cat(to be) white.’
El perro le parece al gato con rayas gris.
El perro le parece al gato con rayas blanco.
‘The dog seems to the cat with stripes (to be) ‘The dog seems to the cat with stripes (to be)
gray.’
white.’

4.2.2. Competing language processing task
To assess verbal processing capacity, we administered a developmentally appropriate version of
the Competing Language Processing Task (CLPT; Gaulin & Campbell 1994), which is a
listening span test. In this test, children are presented with a series of sentence sets of
increasing number (see Table 8). Children are asked to recall as many sentence-final words
as possible. Additionally, to ensure they are processing the sentence, as opposed to focusing
only on the last word, they are asked to judge each sentence as True or False. The task
included three levels and had three trials per level. There were a total of 18 sentences (and
words to remember): three for Level 1 (one sentence per trial, one word to remember per
trial), six for Level 2 (two sentences per trial, two words to remember per trial), and nine for
Level 3 (three sentences per trial, three words to remember per trial). Table 8 provides one
example trial for each of the three levels. Two training trials preceded the test trials. Sentence
length, grammatical complexity, and vocabulary level were held constant across the three levels
of the task. A participant’s CLPT score was the number of sentence-final words he or she
could recall with a correct True/False answer.
The CLP task was originally designed to reflect the dynamic processes carried out in working memory
during language comprehension by requiring that the participants hold words in temporary storage
while analyzing the statements. The reason this task was chosen was because it taps into storage and
processing functions (Daneman & Carpenter 1980), both of which are required when processing fillergap dependencies. Children (and adults) must identify the filler and successfully hold it in working
memory while they concurrently process the intervening material, until they reach the gap position.
Information may be lost due to decay (i.e., passing of time) or displacement (i.e., intervention effects).
Individuals with higher spans may have more capacity for storing and maintaining the target, which can
be devoted to rehearsal and consolidation of the fact. Individuals with lower spans may fail at retaining
the target after a certain amount of time has passed or after they encounter a distractor, e.g., a discourse
referent under the DLT (Gibson 1998; Warren & Gibson 2002).13
Table 8. Three example trials (one for each of the three levels) of the CLPT in English and Spanish.
Level
1
2
3

13

Test items in English
‘Cows have wings.’
‘Mice eat cheese.’
‘Babies drive cars.’
‘Bees make honey.’
‘Zebras have stripes.’
‘Fish drink milk.’

Test items in Spanish
Las vacas tienen alas.
Los ratones comen queso.
Los bebés conducen coches.
Las abejas hacen miel.
Las cebras tienen rayas.
Los peces beben leche.

Veracity
F
T
F
T
T
F

Under the Similarity-based Interference processing account (Lewis & Vasishth 2005; van Dyke & Lewis 2003; Gordon, Hendrick &
Levine, 2002 ), a distractor would be a noun that shares features with the filler noun.
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4.3. Results
Let us first discuss the TVJT results, starting with the English-speaking group. Subjects’ performance
by age group on the three conditions is shown in Figure 4.
In a mixed ANOVA with score as the dependent variable, condition (covert, short, long) as a
within-subjects variable, and age group (4, 5, or 6) as the between-subjects variable, we found no
main effect of condition, F(1.933, 63.773) = 1.864, p = .165, ηp2 = .053; age, F(2, 33) = 1.621, p = .213,
ηp2 = .089; nor interaction of condition and age, F(3.865, 63.773) = 1.203, p = .283, ηp2 = .073.
Firstly, these results reveal that children performed as poorly in the “StSR seem with a short
experiencer” condition (M = 3.53/6) as in the “StSR seem with a covert experiencer” condition
(M = 3.42/6), reinforcing our conclusion from the previous study: Children have difficulties with
StSR both when the experiencer is overtly expressed and when it is not. Notably, their performance
on the two conditions is highly correlated, rs (34) = .807, p < .001, strongly suggesting that the
difficulties they have with these sentences are linked to the same underlying source.
Importantly for this part of our study, we found no significant difference between children’s
performance in the short (M = 3.53/6) and long experiencer (M = 3.11/6) conditions. That is,
lengthening the intervening material had no effect. This result provides initial counterevidence to
processing-based accounts that claim that children’s difficulties with StSR are due to interference in
6
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Figure 4. English StSR Grammar vs. Processing experiment results by age group and condition.
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Figure 5. Spanish StSR Grammar vs. Processing experiment results by age group and condition.
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working memory caused by the presence of intervening discourse referents (Choe 2012; Choe &
Deen 2016). Having said that, we will see in the next section that for some children, processing
difficulties do have a significant effect.
The results from the Spanish TVJT are shown in Figure 5.
In a parallel mixed ANOVA, the main effect of condition was significant, F(1.646,
54.321) = 10.161, p < .001, ηp2 = .235. Neither the main effect of age, F(2, 33) = 0.718,
p = .495, ηp2 = .042, nor the interaction of condition and age was significant, F(3.292,
54.321) = 0.785, p = .518, ηp2 = .045. Post hoc tests with Bonferroni correction for multiple
comparisons revealed a significant difference between the “StSR F-parecer” condition and the
“StSR L-parecer with a short experiencer” condition, p = .022, and between the “StSR F-parecer”
condition and the “StSR L-parecer with a long experiencer” condition, p = .001. As in English,
no difference was found between the short and long experiencer conditions, p = .271. We will
thus conclude, for now, that the predictions of processing accounts are not borne out, at least
not for all children.
Importantly, these results show that Spanish-speaking children display significantly more difficulties comprehending sentences containing raising with L-parecer (M = 4.5/6 in the “short experiencer” condition, M = 4.17/6 in the “long experiencer” condition) than sentences containing raising
with F-parecer (M = 5.31/6 in the “F-parecer with an AP complement”—i.e., no experiencer).14 Thus
English-speaking children do as badly on raised sentences with a short experiencer as with a covert
experiencer, while Spanish-speaking children do significantly worse with L-parecer with a short
experiencer than with F-parecer (i.e., no experiencer).
To verify the interaction between language and condition, we ran a mixed ANOVA with score
as the dependent variable, condition (covert/no experiencer, short experiencer) as a withinsubjects variable, and language (English, Spanish) and age group (4, 5, or 6) as the betweensubjects variables. As expected, we found a significant interaction between condition and
language, F(1, 66) = 6.96, p = .01, ηp2 = .095, such that the difference in performance in the
“covert/no experiencer” versus the “short experiencer” conditions was larger in the Spanish
group (significant difference) than in the English group (no difference). We also found an effect
of language, F(1, 66) = 16.287, p < .001, ηp2 = .198, Spanish-speaking children overall did better,
and only a marginal but not significant effect of condition, F(1, 66) = 3.995, p = .05, ηp2 = .057.
No effect of age, F(2, 66) = 2.561, p = .085, ηp2 = .072; interaction of condition and age, F(2,
66) = 0.332, p = .718, ηp2 = .01; or interaction of condition, age, and language were found, F(2,
66) = 0.077, p = .926, ηp2 = .002.
This interaction strengthens our interpretation of the results of the first part of this study: The
reason why children do better with StSR F-parecer than with StSR L-parecer and StSR seem is
because there is no (overt or covert) experiencer argument to bypass, hence no intervention effect.
Conversely, when children must A-move the subject over a structurally intervening argument
(English seem, Spanish L-parecer), difficulties arise.
Whether the experiencer argument is always syntactically projected or only under certain
circumstances is debatable. However, it is worth pointing that the experiencer argument was always
salient in the discourse (e.g., the cat in Figure 1 or the puppet commenting on the stories), which
may have encouraged the projection of that argument. Moreover, the stories in the covert and overt
experiencer conditions were designed to be maximally similar, and both types of trials were
presented in the same experimental session. It is thus conceivable that the structure with a present
implicit experiencer may have been primed by the one with an overt experiencer (see Bock 1986;
Potter & Lombardi 1998; Rowland et al. 2012 among others for structural priming observed in adults
14

Note that Spanish-speaking children’s performance on F-parecer with a verbal complement (M = 5.5/6) was not any worse than
that of F-parecer with an adjectival complement (M = 5.31/6). This constitutes potential counterevidence for the idea that
English-speaking children’s worse performance on raised seem (followed by a verbal complement) is attributable to the
difference in the complement (AdjP, vP, or TP).
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and children).15 Importantly, this option would only be available in English, a language in which
seem takes an experiencer argument, but never in Spanish.
We additionally found that overall Spanish-speaking children did better than English-speaking
children, even in the L-parecer condition with a short experiencer as compared to the English short
experiencer condition. This could be due to two potential differences between the two languages.
Firstly, English seem with an overt experiencer and Spanish L-parecer are also structurally different in
that in Spanish, in addition to the full DP experiencer, a dative clitic preceding the main verb parecer
is obligatorily present. Therefore, Spanish-speaking children have more and earlier cues to indicate
the presence of an experiencer argument. Additionally, recall that in Spanish, F-/L-parecer appears
10 times more often in children’s input than English seem (see Section 2). Psycholinguistic research
demonstrates that adult language processing is sensitive to frequency effects at all levels of language
(e.g., Bod et al. 2003; Bybee & Hopper 2001; Ellis 2002). Therefore, one may expect that a highly
frequent construction will be easier to process than a construction that is rarely found in that
language, leading to better comprehension results.
However, it is essential to recognize that if frequency in the input were the only predictor for
children’s performance in these constructions, children should perform better with StSR seem than
unraised seem, as raised constructions appear 10 times more often in their input (see Table 2). They
should also do much better with StSR seem with a covert experiencer than StSR seem with an overt
experiencer, as the former is 35 times more common than the latter. Nevertheless, as we showed in
Section 3.3, neither of these two predictions holds. Therefore, while frequency may play a role, we
must also appeal to other factors that can account for the fact that English StSR seem (with or
without an overt experiencer) and Spanish StSR L-parecer are both harder to comprehend for young
children than their unraised counterparts as well as Spanish StSR F-parecer. We claim this crucial
factor is intervention.
We turn our attention now to the results from the Competing Language Processing task (CLPT).
If processing limitations constitute a significant factor underlying children’s poor comprehension of
StSR, the score they obtained in the raising conditions should be positively correlated with an
independent measure of processing capacity. However, we found no significant correlation between
the two scores in the English-speaking group, rs (34) = .323, p = .06 (Figure 6) or in the Spanishspeaking group, rs (34) = .255, p = .134 (Figure 7).
Therefore, the overall group results fail to support the predictions of processing-based accounts
such as PIE (e.g., Choe 2012; Choe & Deen 2016) and are in accordance with grammar-based
accounts such as UFH (Hyams & Snyder 2005, 2006; Snyder & Hyams 2015) and AIH (Orfitelli
2012).
However, closer inspection of our data reveals a more complex picture. Unlike some previous
studies, where children performed either consistently below or above chance (Hirsch et al. 2007;
Orfitelli 2012), in our study we found a large proportion of English- and Spanish-speaking children
who obtained a score that was statistically at chance level. Interestingly, however, their response
justifications lead us to believe that they were not guessing. In the following section we provide
evidence that suggests that our subjects do not constitute a homogeneous group—some may be
performing poorly due to a non-adult-like grammar, while others may be performing poorly because
of processing limitations.

4.4. A closer look at the data
A binomial test was used to establish whether the children’s overall StSR score could have resulted
from chance. In the English experiment, out of the 18 StSR test items that involved raising past an
15

Note that Hirsch (2011), Hirsch et al. (2008), and Orfitelli (2012) also found poor performance on StSR seem with a covert
experiencer and that in none of these studies were the same children presented with both covert and overt experiencer
sentences. However, a salient experiencer was always present either in the story or as the commenting puppet.
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Figure 6. Correlation between the score obtained in the English raised conditions and the score obtained in the CLP task (sample
of 36 children).
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Figure 7. Correlation between the score obtained in the Spanish raised with an experiencer conditions and the score obtained in
the CLP task (sample of 36 children).

(overt or covert) experiencer, the inclusive range 0–5 constituted below-chance (BC) performance
(N = 8/36), 6–12 constituted chance (C) performance (N = 14/36), and 13–18 constituted abovechance (AC) performance (N = 14/36). In the Spanish experiment, out of the 12 items that included
L-parecer, the inclusive range 0–2 constituted below-chance performance (N = 4/36), 3–9 constituted
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chance performance (N = 14/36), and 10–12 constituted above-chance performance (N = 18/36), all
with a confidence interval of >95%.
Children performing below chance are children who cannot obtain an adult interpretation of StSR
and are analyzing the StSR sentences in a consistent, nonadult way. Response justifications from
children performing below chance on the StSR conditions support the hypothesis that they are
ignoring the raising predicate, leading them to interpret both the StSR and copula items identically,
as simple copular declaratives, i.e., The dog seems to be gray would be interpreted as The dog is gray.
Interestingly, children performing below chance generally applied this strategy in the overt
experiencer conditions as well, suggesting that they were possibly ignoring the experiencer altogether. The same was true for the Spanish-speaking children who performed below chance with Lparecer. Recall, however, that while children who have yet to master StSR may apply compensatory
heuristics when seeking real-time interpretations of these sentences, children do have an adult-like
comprehension of seem/parecer constructions in unraised contexts. They only fail to obtain an adult
interpretation of seem/L-parecer constructions in StSR contexts that include an intervening experiencer (overt or covert). So the problem does not lie with their understanding of the verb seem/
parecer.
Conversely, children performing above chance on the StSR conditions with seem/L-parecer display
(almost) full adult mastery of StSR and show an understanding that the subject of the sentence only
appears to have a certain quality (to the experiencer) but is not so in reality.
As for the children who performed at chance, their response justifications suggest that they were
not merely guessing “True” or “False.” Rather, they were sometimes interpreting StSR seem/L-parecer
as a copula, and sometimes they were correctly interpreting the sentences, which would require the
ability to A-move across the experiencer argument. The examples in (15) were given by the same
English-speaking child:
(15) a. Puppet: The dog seems to be gray! [T]
C Child: Funny […] because the dog is really white. [F]
b. Puppet: The dog seems to the cat to be white! [F]
C Child: Funny […] because the dog is white but he looks like he’s gray when he stands
under the light. [F]
Similarly, the two examples in (16) were produced by a Spanish-speaking child. In (16a), he
incorrectly responds “true” and affirms that the dog is white. In (16b), however, he responded
correctly and justifies it by explaining why the dog has the appearance of being gray.
(16) a. Puppet: ¡El perro le parece al gato con rayas blanco! [F]
‘The dog seems to the cat with stripes to be white!’
C Child: ¡Verdad! […] Porque es blanco y se pone en la luz gris. [T]
‘True! Because he’s white but he goes under the gray light.’
b. Puppet: ¡El perro le parece al gato gris! [T]
‘The dog seems to the cat to be gray!’
C Child: ¡Es verdad! […] Porque está debajo de una luz gris. [T]
‘It’s true! Because he’s under a gray light.’
We take this type of response justification as potential evidence that children who performed at
chance may have access to the grammatical machinery that allows them to bypass the intervener but
do not have the processing wherewithal to do so. Thus, we hypothesize that our subjects are not a
homogeneous group. Rather, there is one group—the children that performed below chance—for
whom the problem is grammar-based, i.e., these children lack the grammatical means to escape
intervention altogether, regardless of their processing capacity. For the other group—children that
performed at chance and above—the problem is processing-based, i.e., these children have an adult
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representation of StSR but are limited in the memory resources needed to compute the derivation
successfully.
To investigate this hypothesis, we excluded from the correlation analysis the English-speaking
children who performed below chance in the StSR conditions and recalculated the Spearman’s rank
order correlation coefficient. In this subgroup we found a significant correlation between their
performance on the StSR conditions and the CLPT score, rs (26) = .52, p = .004. This is further
illustrated in Figure 8, which is equivalent to Figure 6 except that it does not include the data points
from the children who performed below chance in the StSR conditions, suggesting that these were
greatly influencing the slope of the regression line, masking the clear trend observed in this group. In
fact, results from a Spearman’s rank order correlation coefficient between the children who performed below chance with StSR seem and their CLPT score, show that these variables are in fact
negatively correlated, rs (6) = −.758, p = .029. It is difficult to interpret this result given the small data
set (N = 8) and the limited scale of below-chance performance (0–5/18). However, it could reflect the
fact that children with higher processing capacity may be better at abiding by their own grammar, in
this case, a nonadult grammar. Importantly, however, we find no positive correlation between StSR
and CLPT scores in the below-chance group, as we do with the children that perform at chance and
above.
Turning to the Spanish-speaking children, we again excluded from the correlation analysis those
who performed below chance in the StSR L-parecer conditions and calculated the Spearman’s rank
order correlation coefficient in the chance and above-chance subgroup. As with the English-speaking
children, we found a significant positive correlation between performance on the StSR L-parecer
conditions, and the CLPT score is significant in this subgroup, rs (30) = .414, p = .01. This is further
illustrated in Figure 9, which is equivalent to Figure 7 except that it does not include the belowchance children. On the other hand, and as expected, among the children who performed below
chance with StSR L-parecer, i.e., at 2/12 or below (N = 4), we found no significant correlation
between StSR and CLPT scores, rs (2) = .27, p = .73.
Because processing accounts also predict a difference in performance between the short and long
experiencer conditions, we again compared the performance of the “chance and above chance” group
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Figure 8. Correlation between the score obtained in the English raised conditions and the score obtained in the CLP task in the
chance and above-chance children (sample of 28 children).
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Figure 9. Correlation between the score obtained in the Spanish raised conditions and the score obtained in the CLP task in the
chance and above-chance children (sample of 32 children).

on these two conditions—the children for whom we hypothesize a processing deficit. A mixed effects
ANOVA test with score as the dependent variable, condition (short, long experiencer) as a withinsubjects variable, and age group (4, 5, or 6) as a between-subjects variable showed a significant main
effect of condition for the English group, F(1, 25) = 5.441, p = .028, ηp2 = .179, and the Spanish
group F(1, 29) = 6.394, p = .017, ηp2 = .181. No other main effects or interactions were found. These
results support our prediction that “chance and above chance” children (i.e., children who are in the
adult grammar stage by our hypothesis) would show effects of processing costs associated with
longer intervening DPs and that, a fortiori, our hypothesis that for this group of children the
problem is processing-based.
We therefore propose that both the English- and Spanish-speaking children can be subdivided
into two groups: (i) those whose difficulty with StSR is grammatical in nature, i.e., those who
perform below chance in the StSR conditions that involve raising over an experiencer; and (ii)
children whose problem is due to limited processing capacity, i.e., those who perform at chance
and above. Children who belong to the first group do not have the appropriate rule system and
may lack the grammatical mechanism to circumvent intervention. Therefore, they consistently
interpret StSR with seem/L-parecer in a non-adult-like manner, regardless of the length of the
intervener and regardless of their processing capacity. On the other hand, children in the second
group may have access to the adult rule system; however, because these children do not have a
fully developed processing capacity, computing constructions that involve StSR over an intervening argument may surpass their processing capacity. This correctly predicts that the chances
of correctly interpreting these structures will be predicted by their processing capacity and that
their performance on StSR over a longer experiencer argument will be particularly affected by
their processing limitations.
A reasonable assumption would be that these groups represent different developmental stages—
that is, initially, children have a grammar that blocks A-movement over intervening arguments.
Subsequently, they acquire the grammatical rule that allows them to circumvent intervention (e.g.,
smuggling); however, children with poor processing capacity will still experience difficulties with
these constructions. Eventually, they have both the adult grammar and the working memory capacity
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Table 9. Distribution of children belonging to the below-chance (BC), chance (C), and above-chance (AC) groups by language and
age.
Spanish

English
Age
4 yo
5 yo
6 yo
TOTAL

BC
3
3
2
8

C
7
4
3
14

AC
2
5
7
14

BC
1
2
1
4

C
7
4
2
14

AC
4
6
8
18

required to process these sentences—in that case, we should find these children longitudinally move
from below-chance performance to chance performance as soon as they acquire the appropriate
grammatical rule and from chance to above-chance performance as soon as their computational
resources mature to the required level. Indirect evidence for this developmental order comes from
two sources: (i) the existence of chance groups in both languages, and (ii) the presence of raising
constructions in child productions albeit with a difference in distribution (raised vs. unraised) when
compared to adults’ productions (see Section 2).
Nevertheless, children may mature at different rates with respect to both grammar and processing
capacity. Therefore, some children may develop the necessary processing capacity before they acquire the
grammatical mechanism to bypass interveners—in that case, these children should move from belowchance performance to above-chance performance as soon as they acquire A-movement past an
argument. Indirect evidence for this alternative order comes from the fact that some children obtained
above-average scores on the CLP task and yet performed below chance with StSR past an experiencer.
Although the ordering may differ across children, both conditions seem to be satisfied on average by
the age of 6. Children who performed below chance were on average 5.4 years old in English and 5.7 years
old in Spanish. Children who performed at chance or above were on average 5.59 years old in English and
5.63 years old in Spanish. Finally, children who performed above chance were on average 5.9 years old in
English and 5.95 years old in Spanish. Table 9 provides the number of 4-, 5-, and 6-year-olds who belong
to each performance group in each language. While there is no significant association between performance group and age (Fisher’s exact test, English, p = .31; Spanish, p = .32), we can see that by the age of
6, more than half of the children perform above chance in both languages.

4.5. Effects of verbal processing capacity
Our finding that memory capacity is a relevant variable for correctly interpreting StSR constructions
is consistent with the results of earlier studies showing that the processing of complex sentences in
general, and of filler-gap constructions in particular, incurs a working memory cost in adults and
that for children, memory capacity may be a predictor of effective language processing (e.g., Arosio
et al. 2009, 2011; Booth et al. 2000; Felser et al. 2003; Roberts et al. 2007).
With respect to the pattern found in the chance and above-chance group, we found that listening
span correlated with performance on StSR across an experiencer. There are two potential explanations for this correlation. The first one relies on processing accounts such as the Dependency
Locality Theory (Gibson 1998) discussed in Section 1.3. It is conceivable that in the lower-span
group, the experiencer argument interfered with the activation of the subject NP so much so that
children had to resort to ignoring the experiencer argument altogether and assigning seem a
different, simpler interpretation, i.e., be, a copula verb that takes no experiencer argument. Under
the DLT account, this would avoid the integration cost associated with processing the experiencer
referent and integrating it into the discourse. For the higher-span children, however, the integration
task is facilitated by virtue of having a more efficient parser, which allows them to reconstitute the
features of the filler into the gap in spite of the intervening experiencer.
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A different explanation could revolve around the cost associated with the deployment of the complex
syntactic operation required to derive this construction. Assuming Collins’s (2005a) smuggling analysis,
when hearing a sentence that involves StSR past an experiencer, the individual must reconstruct the
original derivation given in (4) in a sentence such as John seems to Mary to be nice, which involves
reconstituting the lower VP (i.e., John seems nice) while simultaneously maintaining the experiencer
argument in working memory (i.e., (to) Mary). As argued by Belletti and Rizzi (2013), this operation
would require significantly more processing resources than configurations that do not involve as many
movement operations, e.g., the unraised counterpart.
Whichever explanation one adopts, we have evidence for processing-based difficulties associated with
StSR past an experiencer (Choe 2012; Choe & Deen 2016). Crucially, however, these processing
difficulties only seem detectable once the child is past a particular point. We claim that this point is
related to the maturation of the child’s grammar, i.e., once A-movement past an argument is sanctioned
by their grammar.

5. Conclusion
In this study, we addressed two main questions. The first was to determine whether the delay
observed with subject-to-subject raising (StSR) is due to intervention effects. Our results confirm
that English-speaking children up to the age of 6 have difficulties comprehending raised but not
unraised constructions with seem. This result is in clear contrast with the Spanish-speaking children,
who performed at ceiling in the “StSR F-parecer” condition. Given that the methodology and the
experimental materials were identical and the sentences were superficially analogous in the two
languages, we interpret this behavioral difference as evidence for a syntactic difference: English seem
may syntactically project an implicit experiencer argument, as claimed by Orfitelli (2012) and Snyder
& Hyams (2015), while Spanish F-parecer, which is a modal-like verb, may not, as has been argued in
the syntactic literature (e.g., Ausín 2001; Bosque & Torrego 1995; Torrego 2002). These ideas are also
supported by the results from our corpus study, which revealed that English-speaking children are
proportionally less likely to produce raised seem constructions than adults, even when the experiencer is not overt. Contrastively, Spanish-speaking children are only less likely to use the raised
construction in comparison to the adults with L-parecer but not with F-parecer.
The second goal of this study was to determine if these intervention effects have a grammatical (e.g.,
Hyams & Snyder 2005, 2006; Orfitelli 2012; Snyder & Hyams 2015) or processing base (e.g., Choe 2012;
Choe & Deen 2016). When comparing children’s performance between the short and long experiencer
conditions, we found no significant difference when we included all the children in the analysis.
Moreover, we found no significant correlation between children’s overall performance in StSR and
CLPT score. These two results suggest that children’s difficulties with StSR over an experiencer is not
likely to be solely due to processing difficulties and that they must have a grammatical base.
However, a closer look at the data showed that children who performed at chance and above in
the StSR conditions did behave as expected by processing accounts: They showed a strong correlation with the CLPT score, and they performed significantly worse in the “long experiencer”
conditions than in the “short experiencer” one. We hypothesize that there are two different factors
affecting children’s difficulties with StSR with seem-type verbs. On the one hand, there is a
grammatical constraint that blocks children from A-moving over an intervening (overt or covert)
argument. Children in this group are thus unable to comprehend StSR sentences, irrespectively of
their processing capacity. On the other hand, children may have the grammatical machinery needed
to A-move the subject over the experiencer, but the processing cost associated with effecting the
movement operation across an intervening argument is too great, causing them to fail on this type of
constructions if it surpasses their processing capacity.
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Appendix A
StSR English test items by condition

Condition

Copula

Test item

The dog is definitely white.
The drummer is definitely tall.
The horse is definitely big.
The actress is definitely blonde.
The girl is definitely young.
The snake is definitely skinny.
The dog is definitely gray.
The drummer is definitely short.
The horse is definitely small.
The actress is definitely brunette.
The girl is definitely old.
The snake is definitely fat.
Unraised
It seems that the dog is gray.
It seems that the drummer is short.
It seems that the horse is small.
It seems that the actress is brunette.
It seems that the girl is old.
It seems that the snake is fat.
It seems that the dog is white.
It seems that the drummer is tall.
It seems that the horse is big.
It seems that the actress is blonde.
It seems that the girl is young.
It seems that the snake is skinny.
StSR seem, covert experiencer, The dog definitely seems to be gray.
TP
The drummer definitely seems to be short.
The horse definitely seems to be small.
The actress definitely seems to be brunette.
The girl definitely seems to be old.
The snake definitely seems to be fat.
The dog definitely seems to be white.
The drummer definitely seems to be tall.
The horse definitely seems to be big.
The actress definitely seems to be blonde.
The girl definitely seems to be young.
The snake definitely seems to be skinny.

Adult
judgment

TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
(Continued )
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(Continued).
Condition

Test item

StSR seem, short experiencer, The dog seems to the cat to be gray.
TP
The drummer seems to the guitarist to be short.
The horse seems to the dog to be small.
The actress seems to the woman to be brunette.
The girl seems to the neighbor to be old.
The snake seems to the squirrel to be fat.
The dog seems to the cat to be white.
The drummer seems to the guitarist to be tall.
The horse seems to the dog to be big.
The actress seems to the woman to be blonde.
The girl seems to the neighbor to be young.
The snake seems to the squirrel to be skinny.
StSR seem, long experiencer, The dog seems to the cat with stripes to be gray.
TP
The drummer seems to the guitarist with glasses to be
short.
The horse seems to the dog with spots to be small.
The actress seems to the woman with the mic to be
brunette.
The girl seems to the neighbor with the hat to be old.
The snake seems to the squirrel with the peanut to be
fat.
The dog seems to the cat with stripes to be white.
The drummer seems to the guitarist with glasses to be
tall.
The horse seems to the dog with spots to be big.
The actress seems to the woman with the mic to be
blonde.
The girl seems to the neighbor with the hat to be
young.
The snake seems to the squirrel with the peanut to be
skinny.

Adult
judgment

TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
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Appendix B
StSR Spanish test items by condition

Condition

Copula

Unraised

Test item

El perro es definitivamente blanco.
‘The dog is definitely white.’
El batería es definitivamente alto.
‘The drummer is definitely tall.’
El caballo es definitivamente grande.
‘The horse is definitely big.’
La actriz es definitivamente rubia.
‘The actress is definitely blonde.’
La chica es definitivamente joven.
‘The girl is definitely young.’
La serpiente es definitivamente delgada.
‘The snake is definitely skinny.’
El perro es definitivamente gris.
‘The dog is definitely gray.
El batería es definitivamente bajo.
‘The drummer is definitely short.’
El caballo es definitivamente pequeño.
‘The horse is definitely small.’
La actriz es definitivamente morena.
‘The actress is definitely brunette.’
La chica es definitivamente vieja.
‘The girl is definitely old.’
La serpiente es definitivamente gorda.
‘The snake is definitely fat.’
Parece que el perro es gris.
‘Is seems that the dog is gray.’
Parece que el batería es bajo.
‘Is seems that the drummer is short.’
Parece que el caballo es pequeño.
‘Is seems that the horse is small.’
Parece que la actriz es morena.
‘Is seems that the actress is brunette.’
Parece que la chica es vieja.
‘Is seems that the girl is old.’
Parece que la serpiente es gorda.
‘Is seems that the snake is fat.’
Parece que el perro es blanco.
‘Is seems that the dog is white.’
Parece que el batería es alto.
‘Is seems that the drummer is tall.’
Parece que el caballo es grande.
‘Is seems that the horse is big.’

Adult
judgment

TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
(Continued )
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(Continued).
Condition

Test item

Parece que la actriz es rubia.
‘Is seems that the actress is blonde.’
Parece que la chica es joven.
‘Is seems that the girl is young.’
Parece que la serpiente es delgada.
‘Is seems that the snake is skinny.’
StSR F-parecer, no experiencer, El perro definitivamente parece ser gris.
TP
‘The dog definitely seems to be gray.’
El batería definitivamente parece ser bajo.
‘The drummer definitely seems to be short.’
El caballo definitivamente parece ser pequeño.
‘The horse definitely seems to be small.’
La actriz definitivamente parece ser morena.
‘The actress definitely seems to be brunette.’
La chica definitivamente parece ser vieja.
‘The girl definitely seems to be old.’
La serpiente definitivamente parece ser gorda.
‘The snake definitely seems to be fat.’
El perro definitivamente parece ser blanco.
‘The dog definitely seems to be white.’
El batería definitivamente parece ser alto.
‘The drummer definitely seems to be tall.’
El caballo definitivamente parece ser grande.
‘The horse definitely seems to be big.’
El actriz definitivamente parece ser rubia.
‘The actress definitely seems to be blonde.’
El chica definitivamente parece ser joven.
‘The girl definitely seems to be young.’
La serpiente definitivamente parece ser delgada.
‘The snake definitely seems to be skinny.’
StSR F-parecer, no experiencer, El perro definitivamente parece gris.
AP
‘The dog definitely seems (to be) gray.’
El batería definitivamente parece bajo.
‘The drummer definitely seems (to be) short.’
El caballo definitivamente parece pequeño.
‘The horse definitely seems (to be) small.’
La actriz definitivamente parece morena.
‘The actress definitely seems (to be) brunette.’
La chica definitivamente parece vieja.
‘The girl definitely seems (to be) old.’
La serpiente definitivamente parece gorda.
‘The snake definitely seems (to be) fat.’
El perro definitivamente parece blanco.
‘The dog definitely seems (to be) white.’

Adult
judgment

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
FALSE
(Continued )
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(Continued).
Condition

StSR L-parecer, short
experiencer, AP

StSR L-parecer, long
experiencer, AP

Test item

El batería definitivamente parece alto.
‘The drummer definitely seems (to be) tall.’
El caballo definitivamente parece grande.
‘The horse definitely seems (to be) big.’
La actriz definitivamente parece rubia.
‘The actress definitely seems (to be) blonde.’
La chica definitivamente parece joven.
‘The girl definitely seems (to be) young.’
La serpiente definitivamente parece delgada.
‘The snake definitely seems (to be) skinny.’
El perro le parece al gato gris.
‘The dog seems to the cat (to be) gray.’
El batería le parece al guitarrista bajo.
‘The drummer seems to the guitarist (to be) short.’
El caballo le parece al perro pequeño.
‘The horse seems to the dog (to be) small.’
La actriz le parece a la mujer morena.
‘The actress seems to the woman (to be) brunette.’
La chica le parece a la vecina vieja.
‘The girl seems to the neighbor (to be) old.’
La serpiente le parece a la ardilla gorda.
‘The snake seems to the squirrel (to be) fat.’
El perro le parece al gato blanco.
‘The dog seems to the cat (to be) white.’
El batería le parece al guitarrista alto.
‘The drummer seems to the guitarist (to be) tall.’
El caballo le parece al perro grande.
‘The horse seems to the dog (to be) big.’
La actriz le parece a la mujer rubia.
‘The atress seems to the woman (to be) blonde.’
La chica le parece a la vecina joven.
‘The girl seems to the neighbor (to be) young.’
La serpiente le parece a la ardilla delgada.
‘The snake seems to the squirrel (to be) skinny.’
El perro le parece al gato con rayas gris.
‘The dog seems to the cat with stripes (to be) gray.’
El batería le parece al guitarrista con gafas bajo.
‘The drummer seems to the guitarist with glasses (to
be) short.’
El caballo le parece al perro con manchas pequeño.
‘The horse seems to the dog with spots (to be) small.’
La actriz le parece a la mujer con el micro morena.
‘The actress seems to the woman with the mic (to be)
brunette.’

Adult
judgment

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
TRUE
TRUE

TRUE
TRUE

(Continued )
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(Continued).
Condition

Test item

La chica le parece a la vecina con el sombrero vieja.
‘The girl seems to the neighbor with the hat (to be)
old.’
La serpiente le parece a la ardilla con el cacahuete
gorda.
‘The snake seems to the squirrel with the peanut (to
be) fat.’
El perro le parece al gato con rayas blanco.
‘The dog seems to the cat with stripes (to be) gray.’
El batería le parece al guitarrista con gafas alto.
‘The drummer seems to the guitarist with glasses (to
be) tall.’
El caballo le parece al perro con manchas grande.
‘The horse seems to the dog with spots (to be) big.’
La actriz le parece a la mujer con el micro rubia.
‘The actress seems to the woman with the mic (to be)
blonde.’
La chica le parece a la vecina con el sombrero joven.
‘The girl seems to the neighbor with the hat (to be)
young.’
La serpiente le parece a la ardilla con el cacahuete
delgada.
‘The snake seems to the squirrel with the peanut (to
be) skinny.’

Adult
judgment

TRUE

TRUE

FALSE
FALSE

FALSE
FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

